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Congratulations! 

You’ve created an amazing retreat and started to offer it to your students and broader community. 

Now we can begin the process of welcoming people into your retreat. In this module we are going to look 

at two ways of doing this: welcoming other promoters and supporters to share your retreat AND 

welcoming in the participants themselves. 

A great way to grow the number of people who hear about your retreat is through joint ventures, cross- 

promotion and affiliate programs. We have discussed what each of these arrangements so you are 

welcoming new people into your community. 

Joint Venture: Example 

For my Self Care Forever Retreat a hypothetical joint venture partner would be an energy healer who does 

energy work online. I could purchase 12 sessions with her and give them to my participants as a bonus. In 

exchange, she could send out an email to her mailing list about my retreat, feature an article I’ve written on 

her blog post and share my retreat on her Instagram. Together we create a memorandum of understanding 

that we both sign, agreeing to the terms. 

Your turn: Who would feel like a good fit for you to create a joint venture with? 
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What would the joint venture look like?  

What action steps do you need to take the approach this person and propose the JV?  

What agreements and boundaries do you need in place so you both feel great about this JV?  
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Cross-promotion: Example 

For my Self Care Forever Retreat I could contact a health coach I know and agree that I would promote her 

Summer Detox online course to my mailing list in exchange for her sending out an email to her mailing list 

about my retreat. 

Your turn: Who would you like to cross promote with? 

Remember that you need to be mindful of the timing. You don’t want to be promoting someone else’s offer 

while you’re also marketing your own Retreat. Choose cross-promotion partners that have events at times 

different to your retreat. 

What actions do you need to take to create this partnership? Include any boundaries and agreements that 

may be required. 
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Affiliate Programs: Example 

For my Self Care Forever Retreat I could offer a $200 cash payment to anyone who promotes my retreat to 

their community and generates a sale. I am going to share this opportunity with my Yoga teacher friends. 

Given the small number of people coming to my retreat, I am going to manage this affiliate program 

manually. I am going to send payments in my own currency via PayPal to my affiliate partners within 2 

weeks of the retreat place being sold. I have formalised this in a document that we both sign. 

Your turn: Who would feel like a good fit for you to offer an affiliate program to? 

What would the affiliate program look like? Include specifics like payment amounts, dates, methods etc. 
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What action steps do you need to take to create this affiliate program?

What materials do you need to prepare so your affiliate partner can easily and accurately promote your 

retreat? 

What agreements and boundaries do you need in place so all involved feel great about this affiliate 

program? 
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Terms and Conditions 

Terms and conditions – contracts – are ESSENTIAL and you DESERVE to be the type of Yoga 

professional that has exceptional boundaries and agreements. In this program you have access to the 

Welcome Packet I use with my clients. 

This Packet includes the contract that all of my retreat participants must sign before they come on retreat 

with me. This Packet is great for me. It will hopefully be useful to you, but simply tweaking it and using it 

is not enough. How are you going to make sure that you have the very best terms and conditions in place 

for your retreat? What action steps do you need to make? 

For example: review Amy’s and edit, then take to my solicitor for final advice and approval. 

Ensuring your participants agree to your terms and conditions is also essential. Describe the process you 

are going to put in place for your participants to agree to your terms. 
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For many people, your retreat might be the first Yoga retreat they’ve been on. It might be the first time 

they’ve travelled alone. It might be the first time they’ve been overseas. 

Making people feel welcome BEFORE the retreat starts is important. 

How are you going to foster a sense of community before your retreat starts?  

What action steps do you need to take to make this happen? (hint: include times here as well!)  
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The final pieces to clarify as you prepare to welcome people into your retreat are your boundaries. We will 

discuss ‘on retreat boundaries’ in detail in the next module. But great boundaries can be set BEFORE you 

meet up in person. 

How available are you going to be to your participants regarding pre and post travel questions? 

How available are you going to be to your participants regarding visas, immunisations and safety related 

questions?  
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What other boundaries do you desire to put in place BEFORE your retreat commences? 

How are you going to communicate these boundaries to your participants? 

What other ways can you support your participants so they access the information they require without you 

transgressing your boundaries? 
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